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Chapter 3: The Nocturnal Wildlife of the Primeval Forest (excerpt)
One may assert that the many forms of active appreciation of Nature among
different peoples, and the characteristics of the countries these peoples have
inhabited or transmigrated, have to varying degrees enriched language. They have
enriched it with sharply indicative words for the shapes of mountains, the
properties of vegetation, aspects of atmospheric motion, and the form and grouping
of clouds. It is also true, however, that many of these descriptive terms, through long
use and the vagaries of literature, have abandoned their original meaning. Things
that should remain distinct are gradually considered synonymous, and language
loses some of the grace and power with which it was able to depict, in its
descriptions of Nature, the physiognomic character of the landscape. To show the
linguistic richness that intimacy with Nature and the privations of the strenuous
nomadic lifestyle can bring forth, I cite the innumerable characteristic terms by
which plains, steppes, and deserts are differentiated in Arabic and Persian,1
according to whether they are completely bare, or covered with sand, or interrupted
by cliffs, whether they have isolated pasture areas or feature long stretches of
socially growing plants. Almost equally remarkable are the many expressions in Old
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Castilian dialects2 for the physiognomy of those mountainous masses whose
formations appear everywhere under the sun and indicate, even at great distances,
the nature of the stone of which they are composed. Since peoples of Spanish
extraction inhabit the slopes of the Andes chain, the mountainous portion of the
Canary Islands, the Antilles, and the Philippines, and because the contours of the
ground in these places influence the lives of the inhabitants to a greater degree than
anywhere else on Earth (with the possible exception of the Himalayas and the
Tibetan Plateau), the different terms for mountains in the trachyte, basalt, and
porphyry regions, as well as in the slate, limestone, and sandstone mountains, have
fortunately remained in daily use. New forms, too, enter the common treasury of
language. The speech of humans is enlivened by everything indicative of natural
truth, be it in the representation of sensory impressions received from the outer
world or of profoundly stirred thought and inner feelings.
The goal of all descriptions of Nature is the ceaseless striving after this truth,
both in understanding phenomena and in choosing the descriptive expression. It is
most easily achieved by simple narration of what has been observed and
experienced directly, through the limiting individualization of the situation on
which the narrative hangs. Generalization of physical appearances and enumeration
of results belong to the study of the Cosmos, which admittedly remains for us an
inductive science. But the living description of organisms, of animals and of plants,
within the context of their natural local relationship to the many-faceted surface of
the Earth (as a small part of the Earth’s collective life) presents the material of that
study. Wherever this description can examine great natural phenomena in an
aesthetic manner, it excites the mind.
Included among these great natural phenomena is surely the immeasurable
forest region in the tropical zone of South America that fills the conjoined river
systems of the Orinoco and the Amazon. In the strictest sense of the word, this
region earns the name of “primeval” forest, a term that has of late suffered
considerable misuse. Phrases using primeval, whether describing a forest, a period,
or a people, are inexact and for the most part subjective. If every wild forest of
densely growing trees upon which man has not yet laid his destructive hand is
called a primeval forest, then the phenomenon is native to many parts of the
temperate and frigid zones. But if the character lies in impenetrability, in the
impossibility, over long stretches, of cutting a path with an ax through trees with a
diameter of 8 to 12 feet, then the primeval forest belongs exclusively to the tropics.
And it is by no means only the ropelike, tendrillar climbing vines or lianas that are,
as in the tales told in Europe, the cause of this impenetrability. The lianas make up
only a small part of the total mass of the undergrowth. The primary hindrance is
created by the bushy growth that fills every open space—in a zone where
everything that covers the ground becomes woody. When travelers who have just
landed in a tropical region, even perhaps on an island, already think (while still near
the coast) that they have pushed their way into a primeval forest, this
misconception probably lies in their longing for the fulfillment of a long-cherished
wish. Not every tropical forest is a primeval forest. I have almost never used this
latter term in my travel works—yet I believe myself to be among those living
explorers of Nature, like Bonpland, Martius, Pöppig, and Robert and Richard
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Schomburgk, who have lived the longest in the primeval forests of the deepest
interior of a great continent.
In spite of the conspicuous wealth of terms descriptive of Nature in the
Spanish language, which I mention above, one and the same word, monte, is
employed for both mountain and forest, for cerro (montaña) and selva. In a work on
the true breadth and the longest eastward extension of the Andes chain, I showed
how that dual meaning of the word monte was the reason behind a beautiful and
widely distributed English map of South America having displayed rows of high
mountains, rather than forests, standing on the plains. For whereas the Spanish map
of La Cruz Olmedilla, which has served as the basis for so many others, had depicted
cacao forest, montes de cacao,3 cordilleras sprang up on the English map, even
though cacao trees seek only the hottest depressions.
If one looks with a general overview upon the forested region that
constitutes all of South America between the grass steppes of Venezuela (los Llanos
de Caracas) and the Pampas of Buenos Aires, i.e., between 8° north and 19° south
latitude, one will recognize that this continuous hylaea forest of the tropical zone is
equaled in scope by no other on Earth. It possesses a surface area approximately 12
times that of Germany. Crisscrossed in all directions by rivers and streams, whose
branches and tributaries of primary and secondary order occasionally surpass our
Danube and Rhine in water volume, this forest owes the extraordinarily luxuriant
growth of its trees to the dual beneficial effects of great humidity and heat. In the
temperate zone, especially in Europe and Northern Asia, forests can be named after
the species of trees that form them by growing together as social plants (plantae
sociales). In the oak, fir, and birch forests of the North, in the linden forests of the
East, a single species of Amentaceae, conifer, or Tiliaceae usually predominates;
occasionally one coniferous species will be mixed together with a hardwood. Such
homogeneity of species is unknown in the tropical forests. The immense diversity of
blossoming forest flora forbids the question “What makes up the primeval forest?”
An inconceivable number of families grow side by side here; even in small spaces,
few species are found exclusively among their own kind. With each day, with each
change of stopping-place, the traveler is met with new forms; often he sees
blossoms that, though his attention is drawn by the shape of their leaves and their
manner of branching, are simply beyond his reach.
The rivers, with their innumerable smaller arms, are the only paths through
this country. Astronomical observations, or, lacking these, compass readings of the
river bends, have on many occasions shown, in the region between the Orinoco, the
Cassiquiare, and the Rio Negro, how there can be two lonely mission villages lying
within the space of some few miles whose monks, following the windings of small
streams in canoes fashioned from hollowed-out tree trunks, require one and a half
days to go and visit one another. But the most conspicuous evidence of the
impenetrability of certain parts of the forest is illustrated by the habits of the great
American tiger, the pantherlike jaguar. These predators, thanks to the introduction
of European cattle, horses, and mules, have been able to find bountiful nourishment
in the Llanos and Pampas, those vast, treeless grasslands of Varinas, of the Meta, and
of Buenos Aires, and thanks to this uneven conflict with the cattle herds they have,
since the discovery of America, greatly increased their numbers there. But some
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individuals of this same breed lead a demanding life within the thicket of the forests,
near to the sources of the Orinoco. The painful loss of a large dog of the German
mastiff variety (our most faithful and friendly travel companion) at a bivouac near
where the Cassiquiare flows into the Orinoco would later compel us, as we were
returning from the insect swarms to the Esmeralda Mission, to spend a second night
there, searching for the dog in vain and uncertain as to whether he had been
savaged by a tiger. Quite nearby, we heard again the cry of the jaguar, probably the
very one to which we could attribute the dreadful deed. Since the cloudy skies
hindered astronomical observation, we had the interpreter (lenguaraz) repeat to us
what the natives, our oarsmen, told about the tigers of the area.
Not uncommon among these is the so-called black jaguar, the largest and
most bloodthirsty variation, with black, barely visible spots on a dark brown coat. It
lives at the foot of the mountains Maraguaca and Unturan. “The jaguars,” an Indian
of the Durimund tribe related, “through their desire to wander and hunt, lose
themselves in such impenetrable parts of the forest that they cannot hunt on the
ground, and so live long in the trees, a terror to the monkey families and the
Kinkajou with the curling tail [Cercoleptes].”
My German journals, from which I take this information, were not completely
exhausted in the French travelogue that I published. They also contain a detailed
depiction of the nocturnal wildlife—I could say the nocturnal animal voices—of the
tropical forests. I consider this depiction especially well suited for a book that will
have the title Views of Nature. Words that are written down in the presence of the
phenomenon, or shortly afterward, can lay claim to more freshness of life than the
echoes of later remembrance.
Traveling from west to east by way of the Rio Apure, whose flooding I
discussed in the essay concerning steppes and deserts, we were able to reach the
bed of the Orinoco. It was at the time of low water. The Apure’s average width was
barely 1,200 feet, while I found that of the Orinoco at its confluence with the Apure
(not far from the granite Curiquima cliff, where I was able to take a line of bearing)
to still be over 11,430 feet. But the Curiquima cliff is still, if measured in a straight
line, a hundred geographical miles from the sea and from the delta of the Orinoco.
One part of the plains, through which the Apure and the Payara flow, is inhabited by
tribes of Yaruros and Achaguas. In the mission towns of the monks they are called
savages because they desire to live independently. As for the degree to which their
morality is primitive, they are quite on the same level as those who, while baptized
and living “under the bell (baxo la campana),” nevertheless remain strangers to all
instruction and to any doctrine.
Onward from the isle del Diamante, upon which the Spanish-speaking
Zambos cultivate sugarcane, one enters a great and wild Nature. The air was filled
with countless flamingos (Phoenicopterus) and other waterfowl that, like a dark
cloud with an ever-changing outline, lifted themselves into the blue vault of the
heavens. The riverbed narrows to a width of 900 feet and forms a perfectly straight
canal that is hemmed in on both sides by thick forestation. The edge of the forest
presents an unusual sight: before the nearly impenetrable wall of the gigantic trunks
of Caesalpinia, Cedrela, and Desmanthus, there arises with great regularity from the
sandy bank of the river a low sauso hedge. It stands only 4 feet high and consists of a
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small shrub, Hermesia castaneifolia, which constitutes a new species4 of the family
of Euphorbiaceae. Next to the hedge stand a few slender, thorny palms (varieties,
perhaps, of the Martinezeia or Bactris), called Piritu and Corozo by the Spaniards.
The whole resembles a trimmed garden hedge with gatelike openings at great
distances from one another. The large quadrupeds of the forest undoubtedly created
these openings for easy access to the stream. One may observe emerging from them,
especially in the early morning and at sundown, the American tiger, the tapir, and
the peccary (Pecari, Dicotyles) taking their young to water. Should they wish, upon
being disturbed by the passing canoe of an Indian, to withdraw again to the forest,
they do not attempt to penetrate the hedge by mere force; instead, one is treated to
the sight of the wild animal running some four to five hundred paces between the
riverbank and the hedge before disappearing into the next opening. While making
our 74-day voyage, during which we were confined, with but few interruptions, to a
narrow canoe for 380 geographical miles upon the Orinoco, the Casiquiare, and the
Rio Negro, the same spectacle repeated itself for us at many points, each time, I dare
say, renewing our delight. There appeared in groups, whether to drink, bathe, or
fish, creatures of the most disparate classes: along with the large mammals were
multicolored herons, Palamedeae, and the proudly strutting Cracidae (Crax alector,
C. pauxi). Our pilot, an Indian who had been raised in the home of a clergyman,
uttered with a pious expression, “It is like being in Paradise here [es como en el
paraiso].” But the sweet peace of the primeval golden age does not reign in the
Paradise of the American animal world. Instead, the creatures watch for and avoid
one another. The capybara, the 3- to 4-foot “water swine”—a colossal version of the
common Brazilian guinea pig (Cavia aguti)—is eaten in the water by the crocodile
and on land by the tiger. And yet it runs so poorly that we were able several times to
overtake and capture individuals from the numerous herds.
We camped one night below the Mission of Santa Barbara de Arichuna, under
the open sky as usual, lying on a stretch of sand on the bank of the Apure. The area
was closely surrounded by the impenetrable forest. We had difficulty finding dry
wood for the fires with which, according to local custom, every bivouac is
surrounded to discourage jaguar attacks. The night was mildly humid with a bright
moon. Several crocodiles approached the bank. What I observed, I believe, is that the
sight of the fire actually attracts them, much as it does our crabs and other water
creatures. The oars of our small boats were carefully planted into the ground so that
we might attach our hammocks to them. Quiet reigned; one heard only the
occasional snorting of the freshwater dolphins,5 which are native both to the
Orinoco river system and (according to Colebrooke) to the Ganges as far as Benares,
following one another in long processions.
After 11 o’clock there arose in the forest nearby such a clamor that we were
forced to abandon all hope of sleep for the rest of the night. The cries of wild beasts
thundered through the woods. Among the many voices that simultaneously gave
cry, the Indians could identify only those that might be heard singly after a short
pause. There were the monotonous, plaintive howls of the alouattae (howler
monkeys), the whining, finely piping tone of the little sapajous, the quavering
grumble of the striped night monkeys6 (Nyctipithecus trivirgatus, which I first
described), the sporadic cries of the great tiger, the cougar or maneless American
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lion, the peccary, the sloth, and a host of parrots, parraquas (Ortelida), and other
pheasantlike birds. Whenever the tigers came near to the forest edge, the dog (that
we later lost), who had been barking without interruption, would whiningly seek
refuge under our hammocks. Occasionally, the tiger’s cry would come down from
the top of a tree. In these instances it would always be accompanied by the piping
tones of the monkeys, who sought to escape this unusual pursuit.
Should one ask the Indians why this incessant noise should arise on certain
nights, they would answer with a smile, “The animals are enjoying the beautiful
moonlight; they are celebrating the full moon.” To me, the scene appeared to
originate merely by chance, developing into a long-extended and ever-amplifying
battle of the animals. The jaguar pursues the peccaries and tapirs, who, driven
together, crash through the arborescent shrubbery, which hinders their flight.
Frightened by this, the monkeys in the treetops add their cries to those of the larger
beasts below. Together, they awaken the various breeds of fowl roosting together,
and so, gradually, the entire animal world joins in the uproar. Long experience has
taught us that in no way is it always the “celebrated moonlight” that disturbs the
quiet of the forests. The voices were loudest during times of heavy rainfall, or when,
with cracks of thunder, the lightning illuminated the forest interior. Good-natured
despite several months of fever-sickness, the Franciscan monk who accompanied us
past the cataracts of Atures and Maypures to San Carlos of the Rio Negro and
onward to the Brazilian border used to say at nightfall, whenever he feared a storm
was coming, “May Heaven grant a quiet night to us, and likewise to the wild beasts
of the forest!”
In marvelous contrast to the Nature scenes that I describe here, which were
played out for us time and again, stands the midday silence that reigns on unusually
hot tropical days. From the same journal I now borrow a memory of the Baraguan
strait. Here the Orinoco makes its way through the Parima mountain group. That
which is referred to in this peculiar pass as a strait (Angostura del Baraguan) is
really a water basin, the width of which is still 890 toises (5,340 feet). Aside from an
old dry stem of the aubletia (Apeibati bourbou) and a new apocyne, Allamanda
salicifolia, there was nothing to be found on the bare cliffs but a very few silvery
croton shrubs. A thermometer, observed in the shade but within a few inches of the
towering granite cliffs, climbed to over 40° Réaumur. All distant objects had
wavelike, shimmering outlines, a result of reflection or optical displacement
(mirage). Not a breath of air moved the dusty sand. The sun stood at zenith, and the
tremendous light that it poured down upon the river, which the river in turn
reflected back, sparkling in the gentle motion of its waves, intensified the hazy
reddish blush that lay over the distance. All the blocks of stone and naked boulders
were covered with innumerable large, thick-scaled iguanas, geckos, and colorfully
speckled salamanders. Immobile, their heads lifted and mouths opened wide, they
seem to inhale the hot air with delight. The larger animals are hiding now in the
thickets of the forest, the birds under the foliage of the trees or within the clefts of
the cliffs; if one were to listen now, however, for the quietest tones that come to us
in this apparent stillness of Nature, then one perceives close to the ground and in
the lower layers of the atmosphere a muffled sound, a whirring and buzzing of
insects. Everything announces a world of active, organic powers. In every shrub, in
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the cracked bark of the trees, in the loose earth where live the hymenoptera, Life
audibly stirs. It is one of the many voices of Nature, discernible to the solemn,
receptive mind of humanity.
4 Hypsometric Addenda: I am indebted to Mr. Pentland, whose scientific efforts
have shed so much light upon the geography and geognostic characteristics of
Bolivia, for the following positional determinations, which he shared with me in a
letter from Paris after the publication (October 1848) of my large map.
(Excerpt from von Humboldt, Alexander. Views of Nature (Kindle Locations 10361182). University of Chicago Press. Kindle Edition.)
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